### Farm and Industry Short Course
- Braxton, Don (Dorms)
- Fendrick, Cindy L
- Potterton, Jessie S
- Rush, Brittany
- Wilkinson, Kenneth (Dorms)

### Human Resources/Payroll
- Baumgard, Brandon
- Benz, Joy
- Boe, Carla
- Bowes, Cherly
- Carroll, Kristin
- Hillmer, Carol Y
- Martinson, Lynn A
- McCusky, Daniel
- Schreyer, Alexandra
- Schry, Todd
- Wagner, Dawn R
- Weisse, Ben J
- Wheeler, Cassandra

### International Programs
- Ferrick, John A
- Gunasekaran, Sundaram
- Knapp, Kelly

### North Central Regional Association
- Hamilton, Christina M

### Office of the Dean and Director
- Knapp, Kelly
- McHenry, Therese
- Sabatke, Doug D
- Scharm, Julie T
- Straub, Richard
- VandenBosch, Kate
- Zoerb, Heidi

### Research Division
- Barker, Bill
- Borleske, Vincent J
- Deering, Cheryl
- Marcotte, Sarah
- McLinden, Kyle
- Pemberton, Kate
- Sass, Michell E

### Wisconsin Ag Experiment Station
- Barker, Bill
- Hillmer, Casey L
- Seiter, Angela M
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